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Background

Mutations in MYD88 are found in over 95% Waldenstrom’s

Macroglobulinemia (WM) patients, nearly all of which correspond to the

c.978T>C mutation resulting in an p.Leu265Pro (L265P) substitution at the

protein level. CXCR4 is the second most common mutation found in over 30%

of patients, usually resulting in a nonsense mutation corresponding to early

termination. Increasingly, allele specific PCR (AS-PCR) to detect the L265P

and various CXCR4 mutations is being used in clinical pathology for

diagnostic and prognostic purposes. Unless B-cell enrichment by CD19+

selection is used, the sensitivity of these tests can suffer. Given the heavy

involvement of WM cells in the bone marrow (BM) of most patients, BM

aspirates provide a greater enrichment of WM cells compared with peripheral

blood (PB), regardless of CD19+ selection. As CD19+ selection is expensive

and impractical for most testing facilities and BM aspirates are far more

painful and invasive than PB draws, we evaluated the use cell-free DNA

(cfDNA) for diagnostic MYD88 L265P and CXCR4 testing and compared it

with matched PB and BM aspirate DNAwith or without CD19+ selection.
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Results

12 WM patients were screened for the L265P and/or CXCR4 nonsense mutations across

all 5 fractions (cfDNA, BM19+, BMMC, PB19+, and PBMC). The median age of the

patients was 72 (range 51-82) years, BM intertrabecular involvement of 23.5% (range 0-

95%) with 8/12 (67%) of patients having received one or more prior therapy (7 of 8

patient’s treatment regimens consisting of bendamustine and/or rituximab). MYD88

L265P was detectable by the current gold standard BM19+ in 8/12 (67%) of patients.

BMMC, cfDNA and PB19+ each called 2 false negatives, while PBMC called 3.

Sufficient DNA for CXCR4 testing was available for 7 of 12 patients. CXCR4 was

detectable by current gold standard BM19+ in 3/7 (43%) of patients. For the S338 C/A

assay, cell-free and PBMC called 1 and 2 positives patients, respectively, and S338 C/G

assay, cell-free called 1 positive patient and cell-free, PB19+, PBMC, and BMMC called

1, 2, 1 and 1 false negatives, respectively, when compared to BM19+. The relative

enrichment of MYD88 L265P in cfDNA compared with other tissues was 2.15 (range -

2.48 - 6.80), 0.59 (range -8.90 – 4.80), 1.74 (range -7.75 – 5.65) and -1.15 (range -10.62

– 5.05) relative to PBMC, PB19+, BMMC, and BM19+, respectively. The relative

enrichment of cfDNA for CXCR4 S338 C/A was 2.84 (range -5.88 – 4.93), 1.72 (range -

0.21 – 2.39), -0.41 (range -1.01 – 2.72) and 1.96 (range -1.58 – 3.63) compared to

PBMC, PB19+, BMMC, and BM19+, respectively. The relative enrichment of cfDNA

for CXCR4 S338 C/G was 2.19 (range -3.64 – 5.03), 1.83 (range -3.02 – 6.19), -0.60

(range -2.88 – 1.78) and -1.71 (range -6.41 – 3.23) compared to PBMC, PB19+,

BMMC, and BM19+, respectively.

Notably there was one patient who we found to test positive for L265P in the cell-free

population but was negative in all other tissues. This patient was not diagnosed with

WM, but does have as of yet an unbiopsied enlarged lymph node, suggesting that cell-

free technology may be helpful in diseases not originating from the bone marrow.

Conclusion

Using AS-PCR, cfDNA demonstrated at least a median 0.59 fold relative enrichment of

L265P DNA compared to all but the gold standard BM19+. Our initial testing

demonstrates that cell-free technology can be successfully employed for detecting

CXCR4 nonsense mutations, but more patients will be needed to fully evaluate the

sensitivity and specificity of this approach. Given these promising preliminary results, we

plan to expand this cohort of patients significantly to determine the utility of cfDNA

relative to the other methods. These results indicate the cfDNA may be an affordable and

less invasive alternative to the use of BM19+ DNA for MYD88 and CXCR4 diagnostic

mutation testing. Evaluation of these assays in an expanded cohort is currently underway.

Methods

Blood was collected in Streck Cell-Free DNA BCT tubes and plasma isolated

within 6.5 hours of blood draw. cfDNA extraction was accomplished with the

QIAGEN Circulating Nucleic Acid Kit with modifications based on Kang et al

ClinBiochem 2016. MYD88 L265P detection by AS-PCR followed established

methods from Xu et al, Blood 2013. We collected cfDNA, BM CD19+ cells

(BM19+), unselected BM mononuclear cells (BMMC), PB CD19+ cells

(PB19+), and PB mononuclear cells (PBMC) from the same visit and ran the

L265P AS-PCR assay for each on the same plate to avoid potential batch effect.

Relative L265P enrichment was calculated as the difference between the cfDNA

and the other comparators using the ddCT method.

Table 1: Patient characteristics

n=

male/sex? (n, %)

Age (years; median, range)

WM (n)

Other Diagnosis (n)

BM Involvement (%; median, range)

IgM (mg/dL; median, range)

Hgb (g/dL; median, range)

MYD88 Mut (n,%)

CXCR4 Mut (n, %)

4

Untreated

0 (0)

2 (50)

9.5 (8.8-13.5)

2897 (1814-6956)

22 (22-45)

3 (38)

6 (75)

11.45 (9.1-15.5)

980 (68-4228)

25 (0-95)

1

7

76 (51-82)

6 (75)

8

Treated

1

3

61 (54-79)

2 (50)

Table 2: MYD88 Mutation Detection, n=12

Mutation cell-free selected unselected selected unselected

L265P 7 6 5 8 6

Peripheral Blood Bone Marrow

Table 3: CXCR4 Mutation Detection, n=7

Mutation cell-free selected unselected selected unselected

S338 C/A 1 0 2 0 0

S338 C/G 3 1 2 3 2

Unique

Effected 3 1 3 3 2
Patients

Peripheral Blood Bone Marrow

Figure 1: Cell-free relative enrichment to bone marrow (BM) selected and

unselected, and peripheral blood (PB) selected and unselected for MYD88 L265P

mutation
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Figure 2: Cell-free relative enrichment to bone marrow (BM) selected and

unselected, and peripheral blood (PB) selected and unselected for CXCR4 S338

C/A and C/G
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